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Finances - $24K for Annual Appeal
The cafeteria tables were looked at. One table needs to be replaced, and the other
tables will be maintained by Jerry. (company will supply parts free of charge). The
table is $2,600 to replace. Ms Soto found money to purchase the table (NPHS did not
have to pay for it).
No update on the field machine. He needs to measure the opening of the door to
ensure it will fit through the door. It is around $3K to purchase.
Jon Santiago will visit the school in March 22, 2019. Put together a plan for his visit.
What priorities do we want to present to him? Give him something to take back to
his office – contact names, numbers, project plans etc.
Evita is partnering with Jen to work on the STEM project.
Next Coffee Hour is on Wednesday, March 6th. February’s was cancelled as Ms Soto
did not feel well today.
Applying for a grant from Network for Good (Facebook philanthropic division).
Alicia will keep us posted.
Emily connected with someone who will re-finish the benches in the front lobby of
the school. He will do it over a weekend.
The Projectors – 15 were being used – they have had 1 training session. Another
training is scheduled in a couple of weeks. The network was updated and caused
some issues. The kids can’t connect their Chromebooks to the projector. The
installers will be back.

The sponsorship letter will be updated.
We are considering going with BiddingForGood this year at Tropi.
They can supply a team of two to help support us on the night.
Alicia, Isabelle and Milica will work together to get a contract and sign up.
Milos will set up a landing page and see if the page can be embedded (iframe) onto
the page.
Kenvor is working with Mr. Mac to put together art projects for the auction. Jen and
Emily may have framing connections.
FAN paddle raise –how do we want to do it? Paddle (program guide) raise
alongside the online version.
Replace the two pages in the program guide with infographics.
Food – is going well. Vintage Garden to donate the flowers, and Bloom donating for
the sign in tables.
Francis is good with the licensing.
Andrea will talk to Mary Owen about the graphics and getting them converted to
Photoshop.
Mindfullness – Kristen is connected with someone who teaches mindfulness in
schools.
Next NPHS meeting will be on Tuesday, March 5th. Jane to host at 95 Warren.

